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1. Introduction 

I found out 4 encoded CJKUIs having wrong representative glyphs in the process of studying 

Chinese place name used characters. 3 of them has only G-source reference while 1 has only UK-

source. I suggest correcting the representative glyphs and the characters are as follows.  

 

 

2. Character list 

Number Unicode Pronunciation Original Glyph 
Suggested 

Glyph 
Source 

1 U+2B92C gàng 

  

G 

2 U+2BBEE xié 

  

G 

3 U+2BD9A ān 

  

G 

4 U+32268 guàn 

  

UK 

 

 

3. Evidence and others 

3.1 U+2B92C 𫤬 

It is a dialectal character of 沟（溝）. It is created based on the shape of ditches. All glyphs of this 

character found in books use two 丨 in the middle instead of 八. So I suggest China to change 

the glyph to  to match the evidences in Fig 2-4. What’s more, there is a variant  seen in a 

sign, 《库外字代码对照表》 and 《SJ/T 11239-2001 信息技术 信息交换用字符集 第八辅助

集》. I suggest China to submit it as a special variant of U+2B92C 𫤬 and IRG to encode it 

separately. The evidences of  are shown in Fig 5-6. 
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Fig.1  Original evidence in IRGN1519_5_ChinaCJK_D_EvidencesIDsystem.pdf 

 

 

 

Fig.2  《浙江省椒江市地名志》, 1987 年, page143 

 

 

  



Fig.3  《浙江省黄岩县地名志》, 1984 年 12 月, page690 

 

 

Fig.4  《浙江省丽水市地名志》, 1986 年 12 月, page379 

 

  



Fig.5  A sign seen in 浙江省椒江区, i.e. 椒江市 in Fig.2 

 



Fig.6 《地名库外字代码对照表》, 中国测绘科学研究院, 2000 年 11 月, page1 

 

 

 

3.2 U+2B92C 𫯮 

It is a dialectal character of 斜(U+659C). It is created based on the meaning of “不顺”.  

At first, Fig.8 shows the name of the 黑牛村 沟组 in book 《卢氏县志》(1998). 泶 pronounces 
xué, which is the same as the pronunciation in IRGN1519. 

Secondly, Fig.9 shows the name of 黑牛村 沟组 in book 《河南省卢氏县第三次人口普查手

工汇总资料汇编》(1982). The name of the village is 歪沟. The character 歪 is wrong because 

the character  is difficult to input by normal people and the pronunciation of 歪 is wāi which 

is not related to xué. But this indicates the top of the character should be 不 instead of 大.  

At last, Fig.10 shows the pronunciation of  in 《库外字代码对照表》.  pronounces xié, 

which is similar to xué and is the same as 斜 in Putonghua. 《库外字代码对照表》 does not 

include 𫯮. 

To sum up, 𫯮  should be an error form of   , hence the necessity to correct its glyph. 

However, “大顺” means exactly the opposite of “不顺” meanwhile “大” and “不” are not 

unifiable. So it is also reasonable to change the source reference of 𫯮 to GU and suggest China 

to submit  in the next IRG working set. 

 

Fig.7  Original evidence in IRGN1519_5_ChinaCJK_D_EvidencesIDsystem.pdf 

 

 

 

Fig.8  《卢氏县志》, 郑州: 中州古籍出版社, 1998 年 10 月, page112 

 

 



Fig.9  《河南省卢氏县第三次人口普查手工汇总资料汇编》, 1982 年 12 月, page63 

 

 

 

Fig.10  《地名库外字代码对照表》, 中国测绘科学研究院, 2000 年 11 月, page1 

 

 

 

3.3 U+2BD9A 𫶚 

The right glyphs are shown in Fig.12-14. There is a 言 in the bottom part rather than 吉. The 
character is still used as last name for about 260 people who lives in Xihua County, Henan 

Province(河南省西华县). I suggest China to change the glyph of U+2BD9A 𫶚 and submit the 

simplified form  in the next IRG working set. 

 

Fig.11 Original evidence in IRGN1519_5_ChinaCJK_D_EvidencesIDsystem.pdf 

 

 

  



Fig.12  An article about  
See http://www.zhld.com/content/2021-09/06/content_951435.html  

 

 

Fig.13  Variants of , i.e. 𧪙（U+27A99） and 𡽜（U+21F5C）seen in 《中华姓氏源流大

辞典》(2014), page8 

 

 

  

http://www.zhld.com/content/2021-09/06/content_951435.html


Fig.14  The simplified form of , i.e.  seen in 《西华县志》（1993）, page656 

 

 

  



3.4 U+32268  

It is a variant of 𤮳(U+24BB3) which is also a variant of 罐(U+7F50, meaning pot in Chinese). So it 

is non-cognate with 䧱(U+49F1) which means a kind of bird. As a variant of 𤮳, the glyph of the 

character is better to be (⿺九隹) in stead of (⿺尢隹).  

Fig.16 shows the evidence of U+32268 . It is used in place names of Jixi County, Anhui 

Province(安徽省绩溪县). The pronunciation is kuàng which can be the dialectal pronunciation of 

罐. Fig.17 shows another place name found in She County, Anhui Province(安徽省歙县). The 

paragraph in the evidences says 刺 is a kind of wild shrub with small fruit clusters resembling 

lanterns and it turns red and is edible with a sweet and sour taste when mature. The plant actually 

is 金樱子(Cherokee Rose) and also known as 刺罐(a pot with thorns). The scientific name of it is 
Rosa laevigata Michx. Fig.15 shows the fruit of Cherokee Rose. It looks really like a pot with thorns. 

 

Fig.15  A picture of the fruit of Cherokee Rose 

Source: https://www.xiaohongshu.com/explore/61d3c32e000000002103bd0e 

 

 

  

https://www.xiaohongshu.com/explore/61d3c32e000000002103bd0e


Fig.16  《安徽省绩溪县地名录》, 1988 年 5 月, page197 

 

Fig.17  《安徽省歙县地名录》, 1987 年 3 月, page48  

 

To conclude, U+32268  is a variant of 𤮳(U+24BB3). The 隹 of U+32268  is simplified from 

雚(U+96DA). And U+31F86  is a variant of U+32268  with 艹 indicating it is used to represent 

a kind of plant. 

Fig 18 shows the glyph of a variant of 瓦(U+74E6) found in 《篇海类编》which was published in 
later Ming Dynasty (Collected by the Library of the University of California, Berkeley, USA). The 

character is exactly 九 if both the bar on the top and the two dot in the middle are missing. Fig 
19 shows the major glyph difference of this case. So I suggest UK to change the glyph of U+32268 

 to match the glyph in Fig 19-20. 

Fig.18  The glyph of a variant of 瓦(U+74E6) found in 《篇海類編》 

 



Fig.19  Major glyph difference between different glyphs 

 

Fig.20  The cover of the book 《石村志》 

 

  



Fig.21  A signboard found in 石村 

Source: https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=04606  

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=04606



